Owlsmoor Primary School Governors’ Questionnaire 2019
Year 6 School Leavers
2019 (86 pupils)
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All three classes completed the questionnaire and 86 pupil responses have been reflected in this
report. The table results for 2018 has been included to show the differences in the results for each
cohort. As many of the comments were similar, they have only been recorded once.
There were some very positive and insightful results from the answers to the questions.
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Comparison of Results for Current year and Previous
Year
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In which year group did you join this school?
Reception/Nursery 62
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2
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1
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• What will you miss about this school?
My teachers, teaching assistants and my friends; playing netball with my friends; all the supportive
people; my younger friends; teachers that have helped me; the playgrounds; amazing teachers; the
art; my friends because they have been with me for a very long time and the teachers because they
were all really kind and funny; the special treats we get and only mixing classes every year; the school
itself; entertaining teachers; all the positivity and the fun lessons; learning maths; teachers make me
happy all the time; kindness of the teachers and the learning system; all the staff; the field because
it is a huge place to play on; school fete; the DT, cooking and fun productions; play equipment;
friendly teachers; having just one or two teachers in one day; the way teachers made me feel at home
during lessons.
• What have been your best memories of this school?
Mill Rythe and when we made plastic and pollution; doing inter-house tournaments; Year 4 sleepover;
going to indoor rainforest in year 4; Year 6 disco; being backing vocal in Year 6 play; all the school
trips, reading Harry Potter and meeting my friends; the Rudolf Raves and the discos; Year 6 activity
week; performing in spectacular plays and productions; hanging out with friends and doing lots of art;
moving into different years; meeting new teachers; being selected for the football team twice and as
captain; the Maths Olympics; doing Year 1/6 Christmas performance; opening Lily’s Garden; the
humorous and fun activities; football club; playing netball; my teachers because they helped me
improve my handwriting; going to the theatre to see Private Peaceful; making great memories with
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everyone; the DT work; opening the gym equipment; making apple pies in Year 5; summer fete; the
new parts of the school; all of it; when my parents came in for Careers Week; having fun; chocolate
biscuits; class and year productions; meeting my best friend and being much happier at this school;
non-school uniform days.
What passions/interests do you have and has the school been able to fulfil these at all? (E.g.
dancing, cooking, sports, art.)
Art and sports; taught me how to make apple pie; enjoy playing school football and art; cricket club;
cooking; new languages, I have been able to learn German and French; passion for dance that I have
been able to fulfil; maths; reading; rugby; I think Owlsmoor has been really on board with art;
netball; swimming; loved the 10p fair; dance as you can try different styles; computers; we have done
P.E. every week; we have done a variety of art; I learned how to do a portrait in art; parts of history
like the world wars, but I am interested in the paranormal and this hasn’t been fulfilled; hip-hop
dance; would love a music club to help with my passion; sports, I have been to a variety of
tournaments; acting in plays; need to invest in a table to play pool; I like science; DT and ICT; jumping
off cliffs with a harness; horse riding and cycling; writing; badminton; rounders; making explosions;
musical theatre; running.
•

• Will you keep in touch with friends, and why?
Yes because I want to always talk with my friends; they are kind to me and help me; I’ve known her
for so long; some are going to a different school; I will miss them; they are good and true friends; I
have their phone numbers; most are going to Sandhurst; I can’t imagine my life without them;
Owlsmoor has helped me have a close relationship with them; I will see some but not others; I will
make friends at my new school; my friends and family are the most important things in my life and I
feel comfortable around them; we would catch up when we play netball; we live close by; we all go to
youth club on Friday’s; I have made lifelong friends; they have helped me through rough times; they
helped me be more positive at school; through computer games; they like the same things as I do; I
would like to make some new friends.
• How has the school prepared you for year 7?
Reminding me to do homework and be respectful to others; not letting us go to toilet during lessons; I
know what to expect; we have to be quiet when the teacher is talking or we will get a detention;
helping with my maths and getting my homework in on time; they set us Year 7 scenarios to solve; by
making us work hard and never give up; challenged us even more; they started treating us like we
would be treated in Year 7 so that we settle in quickly; teachers have been strict with homework
deadlines and other important school related things; to remember equipment and P.E. kits; making us
do things for ourselves; by encouraging me and making me more confident; helping with presentation
of work; we had Q&A sessions and time at our new school; raising expectations; practise for SATs is
like it would be for GCSE’s; by giving us fake timetables; made us more independent; by pushing me to
do my best.
Since being in the school, what is the main thing you have learned about the United Nations
Convention and Children's Rights?
That every child has a right to play; being safe, learn, healthy, heard and play; to respect others; we
all have the same rights; we should all be treated equally and what the rights mean; the rights are
very important; everybody has the right to freedom and their own choices; everybody, whether they
are in England or Africa, has the same rights; we should be kind to everyone; we all have the right to
learn; we have a right to a voice; we should appreciate our rights; violence is not the answer; they are
important as they keep us safe; if you treat others with respect they will do that for you too; I will
be supported by them as a child; I go to RRS meetings where I learn more about them.
•
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• How do you think you will use the RRS knowledge as you go on to secondary school?
Being kind to people and following the school rules; we have the right to be safe; it will help; I will
respect others in my school; I will respect and listen to everyone; to have the right to be honest;
everyone has the right to be heard; I will respect children and teachers; not to speak when others
are talking; we have the right to be safe so we must not run and walk on the left hand side of the
corridors; I think I will use the knowledge to be a team player; I need to watch my behaviour; we
have the right to eat, play and relax; if we go on a school trip to be safe and responsible; I’m not
sure; making sure everyone is being kind to each other; I think it will help when we have discussions.
Since the concept of Growth Mindset has been introduced, do you feel your attitude towards
learning has changed, and how?
I’m excited for this lesson as I know I can do it; I have concentrated more; it has changed my opinion
completely; no because I have always had a good learning attitude; yes because I now see a way
through the problems I had before; now I don’t give up on my work and I try to improve it all the
time; I feel more positive; no because the school introduced it too late; I now believe in myself;
before it I wanted to give up and now try my best; I like reading now and I used to hate it; it has
helped me to do things properly; I have listened more; it taught me not to give up; I can make a
mistake and improve; it gives you a different point of view towards learning; not much because I
sometimes have a bad attitude outside of school; I’ve stopped saying I won’t do it and say I will try; I
have matured a lot; I have always been quite consistent with a good attitude but after its
introduction my mind-set to my less favourite subjects has changed; I have become happier during
writing; I thought it was a waste of time at first but now I realise it is vital for future learning; we
have learnt to persevere; I am now patient; I feel more confident to start something new; it helps to
open my mind towards learning; I am still negative sometimes, but my teacher helps me with that.
•
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